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THE COMPANY

THE TRAINING

Ellipsis Behavior Laboratories is the world leader in
behavior training. From interrogation and
intelligence operations, to body language and
people-reading.
Ellipsis develops new courses for the FBI, SOCOM
and SPECWAR units and is the developer of The
Behavioral Table of Elements for interrogation
behavior analysis.

The Lifesaver Behavior Course is a fully certified
course designed to train sentries, tactical
personnel, and VBSS members to recognize
violent behavior before it becomes lifethreatening.
Prediction DOES save lives. Having the upper
hand in a tactical situation can be the difference
between absolute failure, or certain success.

Ellipsis has been training agencies for over 9 years
in behavior science, psychological and human
intelligence operations.

This course offers world-class training, wrapped
into a 5-hour skills lab designed to teach lasting
lessons and save lives. The course includes:
Enhanced body language skills

CERTIFICATION

Violent behavior prediction

Students will receive a non-expiring certificate in
Violent Behavior Recognition for their training files.
If sailors transfer to SOCOM units, they will be
required to renew annually for current certification
(if in a deployment status)

Behavioral 'red flags'
Lie detection
Classroom demonstrations
Behavior profiling skills course

WORLD CLASS

Tactical response to behavior cues

PREDICTION

Training guaranteed to be the most advanced
behavior skills course in the world. Based on
cutting edge information, well-researched
methods, and personal instruction with behavior
expert and #1 bestselling author Chase Hughes.

Predicting violence before it happens enables
operators and sailors to act first, and avoid
violence.

FACILITIES

ACTION WINS

Your classroom should be equipped to handle the
amount of students booked / scheduled for the
class. Ellipsis can provide a classroom any time if
needed.
A maximum of 30 students can attend per class.

Action beats reaction every time. The Lifesaver
course has been proven to develop more
awareness in watch standers and operations
(VBSS) teams. This training is specifically designed
with Navy units in mind.

A display system such as projector and screen
needs to be available so that students can read
from greatest distance in the training area. Ellipsis
can provide these if needed.

Behavior recognition is a key
element of survival for Naval
personnel at home and abroad.
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